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60/30 CLASSIC STEEL SHELVING SYSTEM

Functional, flexible and aesthetic

The 60/30 Classic Steel Shelving System is our cantilever shelving offering and is the culmination of years of 
experience and success. This flexible product concept has evolved over the years and its modular structure and  
large number of standard components ensure ideal room utilisation and intuitive accommodation of all relevant 
functions. 

In addition, the flexibility of the system allows for a variety of tailored solutions which our design team brings to life 
for each individual library.

Our broad range of components in the 60/30 Classic Steel Shelving System creates endless possibilities when 

designing your library. Single-sided, double-sided, wall mounted, end panels in different materials, shelves for  

different purposes, accessories and much more. And all this in any colour you may require. 

For all product details and technical specifications on our standard offerings, please refer to our website 

www.lammhultslibrarydesign.com.

Ever since the start  

80 years ago,  

libraries have been  

the heart of our business. 

Today, we are proud  

to call ourselves  

library people.





INNOVATIVE LIBRARY DESIGN

Unique library solutions

Since 1929, we have been pioneering libraries of all kinds all over the world. Today, we deliver our experience,  

expertise and creativity with a flexible system of high-quality products. The result is innovative library design. 

Flexible and minimalist design. Contemporary and sustainable solutions. Various design expressions. Fixed and 

mobile units. Combined display and storage. Integrated search stations and touch screens. We are true innovators 

of modern library design.

Libraries and their design  

are our passion and our  

mission. With commitment  

and curiosity, experience  

and expertise, we create  

innovative, expressive  

and functional solutions  

for the modern library.





LIBRARY SPACE

We design the room around the user experience

We work with the library as a creative space where we add ideas, experience, competence, and of course furniture. 

Your project may be small or big, but our aspiration is always to make a better library that people will use and  

enjoy. Facilitated by our in-depth understanding of library functionality, new thinking is our foremost contribution. 

Use zoning to create rooms and easy navigation. Integrate lighting, signage, graphics and other components for a 

seamless finish.

Encourage ”quick picks” with inspiring displays. Create tempting reading areas and easy browsing with  

freestanding and integrated browsers.





DIMENSIONS (cm)

Heights - 60/30   122 152 182 212 

Heights - 80/30   199 229 259  

Heights - wall strips*  112.5  142.5 172.5  202.5 

Widths    75 90 100

Depths    22.5 25 30 40

*Wall strips are drilled into the wall 9.5 cm above the floor. 
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DETAILS

See technical specifications on 
our website

www.lammhultslibrarydesign.com

FACTS

Product details

60/30 Classic Steel Shelving System is available in two strengths: 60/30 mm and 80/30 mm, referring to the 
dimensions of the upright (height/width). The wider construction of the 80/30 upright allows for a greater total 
weight and taller construction.
 
Uprights are available as single-sided, double-sided and for wall mounting.

60/30 SERIES

Get inspired by a broad series  
of solutions:     

    Round steel shelving 

    Expo display shelving

    Steel browsers

    Work table

    Space 

See separate brochures for 
more information

PANELS

    End panels in wood,  
    perforated steel or glass
    

    Display end panels in wood

    Back panels in wood or as  
    pinboard with fabric

    London end panels and tops        
    in wood or steel

ACCESSORIES

    Castors 

    Signage

    Lighting

    Book supports

    Display

SHELVES

    Vertical, sloping and with  
    wing profile

    Wood and steel

    

    With and without backedge

FUNCTIONS

    Magazine display 

    Storage 

    Browsers 

    Cabinets 

    Work stations 

    Audio visual 

    Multimedia storage 

    Seating

COLOURS

The metal parts can be  
powder coated in any colour.

The wooden parts can be 
delivered in different wood 
veneers or lacquered in any 
colour.

NORDIC ECOLABEL

All steel parts in our product range 
have met the Nordic Ecolabel’s criteria.
Durable, safe & environmentally sound.
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